Leopold's Crime Against Humanity By 1904, the year in which the CRA was founded by E.D. Morel and Roger Casement in England, several millions had already perished in Central Africa under the murderous rule of the Belgian monarch. Leopold's sadistic regime had inspired Joseph Conrad, who had worked for a Belgian steamer, Roi des Belges, on the Congo River in 1890, to pen his 1899 novella Heart of Darkness as well as the 1897 short story "An Outpost of Progress."
13 Of course, other Western witnesses had preceded Morel, Casement, and even Conrad in publicizing their outrage over the systematic atrocities-the mutilation of limbs, the flagellation of flesh, and the systematic execution of rubber plantation laborers-occurring in the Congo Free State. In fact, it was George Washington Williams, an African American lawyer, Civil War veteran, minister, and journalist, who first applied "crimes against humanity," a phrase that had originated in the early 1800s, in reference to Leopold's rule in 1890.
14 Shortly before his death, a bone-chilling visit to the Congo Free State compelled Williams to compose an open letter that would make him the first public critic of the king. 15 He methodically enumerated 12 specific charges against Leopold, including "deceit, fraud, robberies, arson, murder, slave-raiding, and [a] general policy of cruelty." 16 Williams relied on the written word to relay his eyewitness account: "Your Majesty's Government has sequestered their land, burned their towns, stolen their property, enslaved their women and children, and committed crimes too numerous to mention in detail."
17 Much like the tone of Émile Zola's open letter about the Dreyfus Affair (which it anticipated by eight years), Williams' message was unambiguous: j'accuse! First published in The New York Herald and then widely reprinted on both sides of the Atlantic, the letter shares many rhetorical and generic qualities of reports from present-day human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch.
18
Americans and their British counterparts read reports such as Williams' or those of other Western eyewitnesses of the Belgian atrocities in the morning papers. In the evening, these same citizens, especially city dwellers, might conclude the day by attending a touring magic lantern show hosted by Christian missionaries recently returned from the place they had labelled the "Dark Continent." A precursor of the slide projector, the magic lantern projected images painted on a glass plate onto a large screen such as a canvas or sheet, often accompanied by live background music. By the 1880s, it had become common practice for Christian missionaries returning from Africa to leverage the magic lantern show as a tool with which to promote what they called the "civilizing mission" of their work, often with accompanying lectures and religious hymns lasting up to several hours at a time.
19 Evangelical zeal, white racism, and voyeuristic hunger conspired to gaze upon the "savage" Congolese in need of Western Christian salvation. By grossly exaggerating the polygamy, cannibalism, and slavery practiced in the Congo Free State, the missionaries perpetuated narratives in which the white man was hero-whether a swashbuckling explorer or minister of salvation. Their behavior fits what the writer, photographer, and art historian Teju Cole would deem, over a century later, in reference to campaigns such as Kony 2012, the "White-Savior Industrial Complex."
20
Yet these magic lantern shows of Western witnessing in the Congo Free State also drew from the more supernatural tradition of phantasmagoric theater. Like the magic lantern, the genealogy of phantasmagoria can be traced to Europe-specifically German séances in the late 18 th century in which spirits were called back from the dead. The word's etymology yields its necromantic secrets from ancient Greek by way of French: fantasme means ghost, and agoria signifies a place of assembly.
21 Enlisting the technology of the magic lantern, the phantasmagoric shows trafficked in preternatural horror, projecting optical illusions of ghouls, ghosts, and demons on large screens. During such fantasmagorie, sound effects often accompanied the moving images, which had grown out of the optical experiments conducted by its inventor, Belgian showman and famed balloonist Étienne-Gaspard Robert. Robert's bar for success required that the images capsize his audience's sense of reality: "I am only satisfied if my spectators, shivering and shuddering, raise their hands or cover their eye out of fear or ghosts and devils dashing towards them," he claimed.
22 By May 1803, the magic lantern had arrived in the United States; throughout the century, the shows, often dabbling in necromancy, continued to voyeuristically titillate-and petrify-giant crowds.
By the dawn of the 20th century, however, reports of the atrocities taking place in the Congo began to circulate, and the tides of support for Leopold began to shift. For example, in 1904 the gruesome crimes documented by Irish diplomat Roger Casement's "The Congo Report" caused a political outcry in Britain. Consequently, in the early 1900s, a phalanx of social activists on both sides of the Atlantic began advocating for reform in the Congo Free State. From New York City to London, these reformers conscripted the magic lantern as a tool with which to publicize visual evidence no longer of Leopold's philanthropy but of his crimes against humanity.
23 It was Dr. Harry Guinness, a British missionary returning from the Balolo mission, who spearheaded this shift with "A Reign of Terror on the Congo," a collection of magic lantern slides first shown in Scotland in 1903, to expose the Belgian colonial atrocities.
24 Crowds inundated such sold-out magic lantern shows. After their return from the Baringa mission, John and Alice Harris, a British missionary couple, followed E.D. Morel to the United States addressed more than 200 public meetings in 49 cities.
25 These double-edged spectacles simultaneously perpetuated stereotypes of the "savagery" of the Congolese in need of Christian conversion and also raised awareness about the atrocities taking place in the Congo Free State.
26 Like the abolitionist iconography of the late 18th century of which Saidiya Hartman has written, the magic lantern shows "reproduced the abject position" of the African in need of white Christian salvation.
27
Accompanied by religious music, Christian lectures, and xenophobic zeal, the magic lantern shows straddled the realms of the ethnographic and the supernatural. As Sliwinski notes, these mass public gatherings blurred the line between phantasmagoric and documentary mode:
These highly structured 'shows' could be considered a derivative of phantasmagoria: scripted horror narratives illustrated with 60 photographic slides, of which perhaps a half 
28
Under the weight of evangelism, imperialism, and the legacy of phantasmagoria, the fragile walls between reality and fantasy could not always hold for the spectators. The very name of the showthe "magical" quality of the lantern as technological apparatus-illuminates the confusion between the paranormal and the real. Twain personally spurned missionary work, calling it "the least excusable of the spiritual petty larceny industries."
29 Yet, in spite of his disdain for spiritual petty larcenists, he took his cues from the missionaries' tactics to raise awareness about the crimes against humanity. With its collection of imagery spanning from the phantasmagoric to the documentary, King Leopold's Soliloquy would plumb this liminal space exposed in the magic lantern show. In doing so, Twain's pamphlet intimated to his audience that the cold documentary reality of Leopold's crimes surpassed the most nightmarish of supernatural horrors.
Whether 32 As Kevin Grant writes, though her camera captured the atrocity images, Harris "did not, initially, author the narrative that defined the significance of the photographs for the British public."
33 As a white woman at the turn of the century, Alice Harris was both present and absent within the shaping of the CRA's story.
As Laura Wexler has argued, these nuanced shifts in power for white, middle-class, Western women photojournalists in the late 19th century were double-edged. No longer always sitting in front of the camera as they had in previous decades, "their shift from object to operator emboldened justifications of Anglo-Saxon aggression at the start of the American century."
34 The Congolese people, on the other hand, often found themselves in directly in front of the cameras, their image framed by Westerners such as Alice Harris. On the whole, the CRA muffled Congolese voicesother than the testimonies, such as those woven into the narrative tapestry of Twain's King Leopold's Soliloquy, that were recorded and mediated by Western bystanders, often male missionaries. 35 As witnesses to or survivors of Leopold's collective colonial violence, these two groups-Western women and the Congolese survivors-usually remained either directly behind or in front of the camera. Far from Morel's headquarters in Liverpool, their voices were often stifled, and their names were often erased.
36 Yet, paradoxically, though mute in many ways, they testified most loudly as witnesses to crimes against humanity.
In the arithmetic of collective violence, these images of atrocity may have been equal to the thousands of words with which they were paired. But in the end, even such documentary evidence-of arms without hands, feet without legs, and fathers without daughters-did not staunch the hemorrhaging of Congolese lives or compel Western governments to intervene quickly enough. In 1906, Twain resigned from the movement; increasingly pessimistic in his final years, he had become estranged from the American CRA and exasperated with the relatively slow pace of diplomatic change.
37 By that time, several million Congolese lives had been lost to Leopold's violence.
38 Despite Twain's eventual pessimism regarding the CRA (by 1907, his copy of Morel's exposé, Red Rubber, was "in constant use as a window prop"), his own pamphlet helped galvanize the American public's awareness and outrage.
39 In December 1906 newspapers exposed the Twain's Involvement, 172. revelations that American lawyer Henry Kowalsky, suborned by Leopold's agents, had not only accepted Belgian bribes but had also attempted to influence Congress through lobbying efforts. By the time the story was published, the American Senate and the public at large were familiar with the CRA's publicity campaign and, thus, were primed for indignation. In the wake of the Kowalsky scandal, widely publicized atrocity images-such as those photos of severed Congolese handsgave visual weight to newspaper headlines such as "Infamous Cruelties" and "U.S. Amazed at Crimes of Congo."
40 If the Kowalsky revelations were a match, then the CRA and Twain's efforts were the kerosene, both elements contributing to the conflagration of American public uproar about Leopold's regime. In tandem, this public awareness and subsequent indignation set the stage for President Theodore Roosevelt's decision in late 1906 to officially condemn the Congo Free State.
41 As a result, historians consider King Leopold's Soliloquy a document that contributed to the catalyzing of American political reform that would ultimately oust the "blood-drenched king." In including different modes of visual imagery-both realist and abstract-each depicting a different scale and mode of genocidal carnage, Twain aimed to haunt his readers. Through the rhetoric of each image-the combination of the visual and linguistic structures such as captions-and the several appendices of official reports, eyewitness interviews, and parliamentary proceedings well outside the literary genre-Twain hoped to inspire a response that would lead to political intervention. According to Twain, the problem lay not in a lack of empathy (a slippery concept in itself) with the Congolese subjects, but in his European-American audience's disbelief in Leopold's crimes against humanity. In the soliloquy's final pages, the monarch reads aloud from an unnamed reformist publication. This particular swatch of text, made up by Twain, draws inspiration from rhetoric found in Morel's West African Mail, an object of Leopold's scorn. Here Twain, ventriloquized through Leopold, describes the collective Western public reluctance to confront the crimes of the king:
We see this awful king, this pitiless and blood-drenched king…and-well, it is a mystery, but we do not wish to look; for he is a king, and it hurts us, troubles us, by ancient and inherited instinct it shames us to see a king degraded to this aspect, and we shrink from 40 Hochschild, King Leopold's Ghost, 248-249. As writer of this fictitious reform pamphlet read aloud by Leopold, Twain employed the first person plural pronoun of "we" to include himself with his imagined Western readership. For Twain, "to see" the "pitiless and blood-drenched king" is not the same as "to look" at him. By this logic, "seeing" implies a passive disengagement. The active practice of "looking," on the other hand, would require a radical resistance to the "ancient and inherited instinct," a refusal to believe a king so "awful." In turn, such looking results in "shuddering," a physical reaction that encompasses an affective response (empathy, disgust, horror). This effervescent shuddering overpowers the spectator, compelling him to "turn away" when coming upon "the particulars of how it happened in print." Strikingly, this passage locates the horror of the situation not so much in Leopold's campaign of collective violence against the Congolese subjects as in the depravity of a Western ruler. A true reckoning with Leopold's crimes, Twain's soliloquy suggests, requires the engagement of multiple senses. "We shrink," Twain writes in the soliloquy, "from hearing particulars of how it happened." Images, or objects at which one may look or see, are intertwined with sounds, or words that may be heard. For Twain, it is not so much a matter of believing, or activating the imagination, but looking at the evidence in front of one's eyes. Their relationship of looking and hearing, by extension, is chiastic: in regard to the implications of Leopold's crimes, one cannot be fully understood without the other. Alongside hearing, the act of looking-a refusal to avert one's eyes, an invitation to shudder-becomes a political act. In other words, to engage with Leopold's crimes requires a multi-sensorial looking, or, in the words of critic Fred Moten, a practice of "looking that cannot be sustained as unalloyed looking but must be accompanied by listening." 47 Black feminist critic Tina Campt also emphasizes the importance of listening, but departs from Moten in terms of her specific attention to the frequencies of what she terms "quiet" photographs taken of the Black Diaspora; attentive to what she terms the "haptic encounter," her methodology attends to a "practice of looking beyond what we see and attuning our senses to the other affective frequencies which photographs register."
48 Taking inspiration from these scholars, if we as readers resist what Moten terms "occularcentrism" and listen to the words and sounds surrounding the imagery in King Leopold's Soliloquy, we may arrive one step closer to finding out what happens in the gulf between haunting and understanding. 49 We must first return to Barthes' rhetoric of the image. quilt-stage directions for the king, Leopold's own ravings, a missionary's diary entry-alongside an illustrative sketch of a heap of skulls and femurs, with a caption lifted from the diary of A.E. Scrivener, a British missionary: "Some bones which they had seen." On this same page, Scrivener concludes this passage with a verdict on the visual evidence, which "all went to prove the state of terrorism that exists and the virtual slavery in which the people are held." 51 Though Scrivener's description refers to bondage in the Congo Free State, the phrases "states of terrorism" and "virtual slavery" could also describe the status of many African Americans in Twain's own country. After all, in the early 20 th -century United States, Jim Crow laws institutionalized economic enslavement-and ritualized lynchings perpetuated physical terror. The text as a whole, however, makes no explicit reference to these twinned, Transatlantic violences against black bodies. At his most direct (which isn't direct at all), Twain tacks on a "supplementary" appendix to condemn the U.S. government's complicity in formally recognizing Leopold's International Association of the Congo in 1884.
52 (He does, however, enlist satirical censure through Leopold himself, who, using some fin-de-siècle slang, boasts, "I certainly did bunco a Yankee" 53 ). Even though Twain had written extensively on the legacy of slavery in the United States, most famously in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, his 1885 novel seems to exist in a parallel universe from his writings on Leopold. For all of its gestures toward awareness about crimes against humanity abroad, the 1905 soliloquy remains politically tone deaf to the racialized atrocities taking place in Twain's own backyard.
Yet alongside the acrobatics of language-exclamations, diaries, reports, poems, and paralipsis-in King Leopold's Soliloquy, there is the rhetoric of the image. Throughout the document, images transmit their own messages, a series of signs that reverberate with the written text. Take, for instance, a drawing that protrudes, midway through the text, onto a single page from the left margins. Its square borders force Leopold's words to sidestep a sketch of six Congolese who approach a man dressed in Western attire of a safari helmet. In the sketch, five children surround a Congolese woman: an infant sits in the crook of her arm, and the other four, dressed in white, huddle beside her. Two of the boys, kneeling in the left-hand corner of the sketch, each thrust out a right arm. The boy's hand-less arm points diagonally upward toward the white Western man, whose back is turned to the reader. The sketch literally fractures Leopold's soliloquy, demanding that the written words give way to the visual imagery. The seven figures stand on a slender caption that has been extracted from Leopold's script: "They go to them with their sorrows." 54 Here, the caption functions as what Barthes calls "anchorage," or "a means of an often subtle dispatching, it remote-controls him toward a meaning chosen in advance." 55 In this case, the seven-word caption connects, or anchors, the image to a linguistic message: "They go to them with their sorrows." The word "sorrows" dispatches a meaning, transposing a narrative that hovers over the image. This is a scene of nonverbal testimony, in which the word "sorrows" resonates with the two children's arms without hands, thrust toward the man in the safari attire. In causing the reader to witness the eye-witnessing of the missionary, King Leopold's Soliloquy creates a mise-en-abîme, a story within a story, literally placing the reader into the abyss. If the missionaries can speak out as eyewitnesses, the text implies, then so too can the reader.
After the physical intrusion of the sketch, the text continues, unabated, for several pages. Here, the subsequent stage directions-once again, in italicized font-signal the splitting of genre, the approach of a generic borderline about to be crossed. The text transitions from satirical soliloquy to eyewitness report as stage directions guide Leopold's actions: "Takes up a pamphlet. Reads a passage from a report of a 'Journey made in July, August, and September, 1903, by British missionary." In the following breath (and for the next couple of pages) Scrivener's testimony transcribes a nightmarish world of violence, famine, and terrorism: "Lying about on the grass, within a few yards of the house I was occupying, were numbers of human skulls, bones, and in some cases complete skeletons. I counted thirty-six skulls, and saw many sets of bones from which the skulls were missing." 56 He records the explanation of the collection of bones given by a Congolese man:
I called one of the men and asked the meaning of it. 'When the rubber palaver began,' said he, 'the soldiers shot so many we grew tired of burying, and very often we were not allowed to bury; and so just dragged the bodies out into the grass and left them.' But I had seen more than enough, and was sickened by the stories that came from men and women alike of the awful time they had passed through.
57
Scrivener makes a request of the man for words that may explain "the meaning" of the carnage before his eyes. Overwhelmed by his own vision, the missionary has "seen more than enough." Yet it is the "stories that came from men and women alike" as much as the sights that leave him "sickened." The spoken narratives of the Congolese survivors become virtual captions, words that contextualize the gruesome sights around the missionary. By pairing Scrivener's transcription of Congolese testimony with a sketch of skulls in the grass, Twain sutured together word and image. In providing the sketch of the evidence witnessed by Scrivener, King Leopold's Soliloquy activates its readers' imaginations, beginning to fill the visual landscape: a skeletal sketch of skeletons. Here, words and images conspire to force the audience to navigate the perilous gulf between haunting and understanding. Between the two, they must confront their imaginations. On the other side, Twain seems to hope, the readers would advocate political interventions.
It is worth dwelling for a moment on the meaning of "imagination" and its etymological kinship with imagery. The verb "imagine" means "to form a mental image of, picture to oneself (something not real or not present to the senses)."
58 The post-classical Latin noun imago, meaning a representation of a likeness, bequeathed the verb imaginer to Middle French before migrating into English as "imagine." To imagine, therefore, requires the creation of a mental image, the building of a virtual universe that exists outside of one's own immediate environment. Barthes goes one step further; pointing out that the word image (from imago) is linked to the root imitari. This etymology, he continues, exposes a philosophical quandary about the relationship between word and image: "Thus we find ourselves immediately at the heart of the most important problem facing the semiology of images: can analogical representation (the 'copy') produce true systems of signs and not merely simple agglutinations of symbols?" 59 Is, as Barthes wonders, the image "representation, which is to say ultimately resurrection"? King Leopold's Soliloquy suggests that Twain would have responded yes: to re-present Leopold's crimes to the world was to represent them. The tightrope of the hyphen-between re-presentation and representation-made all the difference in bridging worlds through words and images.
A Barthes, 32. Clemens will cut out some of it-It's a pity too-but I suppose it would be too strong a diet for people and governments.
60
For Lyon, listening to the words requires the envisioning of new worlds. The "bald truthful statements that rolled from Leopold's vicious lips" act as verbal brushstrokes, painting an imaginative portrait of a tyrant. Ventriloquized through Twain, Leopold's words generate the envisioning of something Lyon called "too horribly picturesque." The unsettling reality portrayed by Twain upends the normal rules of grammar; Lyon's inversion of adjective and noun ("too horribly picturesque it is"), or anastrophe, suggests a world, like her syntax, temporarily turned upside down. The cataclysmic pairing of the adverb "horribly" with the adjective "picturesque" teeters on the precipice of sublimity: a mix of terror and beauty-all from the safe vantage of a sitting-room canapé. Twain's narrative physically affects its two auditors, leaving Lyon and Crane "breathless and weak with emotion"-not far from the very "shuddering" described by Leopold in the soliloquy's final pages. With its haunting descriptions and eliciting of horror, King Leopold's Soliloquy veers into the realm of the phantasmagoric, taking away the breath of its audience. It was like a magic lantern show-only without the magic lantern.
The physical layout of this particular page mirrors the interdependence of image, text, and imagination in King Leopold's Soliloquy. By extracting a fragment of Scrivener's text ("some bones which they had seen"), the anchorage of Twain's caption dispatches meaning to the image of skulls and bones. Even if these sketched skulls, dragged and scattered in a Congolese field, nestled in the grasses, were drawn by hand, they were doubly seen-both by the Congolese and the British witnesses. The sketch, which occupies nearly a third of the page, foregrounds a single skull, resting beside a femur, partially occluded by the stalks of grass. As the skulls (there are at least 36 of them) recede into the background, shrinking in size, they become uncountable. Collective violence renders precision impossible. Image and text chafe against one another; the image literally rests on Scrivener's testimony, buttressed by the written word. Twain imbued the text with panoramic immediacy, as if voyeuristically placing the reader in Scrivener's position, squarely in his point of view. The reader, by implication, becomes an indirect eyewitness to the carnage, now fleshless, in the wake of massacre.
As Barthes delineates, each image telegraphs both a connotative and a denotative quality. Given the Shakespearean overtones of King Leopold's Soliloquy, it is hard not to think of the famous skull in Hamlet: poor Yorick's "infinite jest." Without context, stripped bare of the caption or the written word, the image, especially the foregrounded skull, may connote the seventeenth-century motif of memento mori ("remember that you will die"). Embedded within the written landscape, however, the skulls in Leopold's realm denote a calculated, collective violence far from the realm of Shakespeare's Danish cemetery. This violence is necropolitical, subjugating life to the power of death, banishing individuated meaning from each person's demise. Achille Mbembe writes of how, in the case of colonial massacres, "lifeless bodies are quickly reduced to the status of simple skeletons. Their morphology henceforth inscribes them in the register of undifferentiated generality: simple relics of an unburied pain, empty, meaningless, corporealities, strange deposits plunged into cruel stupor."
61 Unlike Yorick, these skulls remain nameless, undifferentiated, unburied-united by violence and its aftermath. To paraphrase Twain's secretary, Ms. Lyon, "too horribly picturesque" it is.
The Incorruptible Kodak
Midway through the text, directly across from Leopold's script (in this case, his ravings against Roger Casement), an image-this time, a woodcut print reproduced from Alice Harris' photographoccupies an entire page (Figure 1 scenery, and equatorial trees populate the top section of the background. A Congolese man sits on the ground, contemplatively, in profile, gazing at two small objects only an arm's length from his own body. An oblique triangular constellation comprises the man's torso, his head, and then the focus of his vision: the two small objects, nearly the same shade as the man's own complexion. This image perches on two different captions, each in its own distinct font. Directly below the image, text written in all caps contextualizes the portrait. "FOOT AND HAND OF CHILD DISMEMBERED BY SOLDIERS," it begins. In conversation with the caption, the lines of these two objects violently, grotesquely come into focus as a foot and a hand-creating what Barthes calls the "studium"-or the aspect of the photo serving as a "kind of education" and recognition of the photographer's (in this case, Alice Harris') intentions: visual exposure of colonial carnage.
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This section of the caption, which provides anchorage to the image, grounding it in narrative context, identifies the perpetrators (the soldiers) and the victim (a child, of whose body we only see fragments-the hand and the foot). The child is both physically present-in a gruesome synecdoche, if the hand and foot can possibly stand in for the whole body-and also absent, without even a name.
The caption continues to contextualize the image: "Brought to Missionaries by Dazed Father." 64 Here, it's important to consider how this caption speaks-or doesn't speak-to the image. It frames the identity of the man in the photo-he has become a "dazed father." Morel's previously mentioned 1904 King Leopold's Rule in Africa had included the same image and had provided further context, including the father's name (Nsala) as well as the daughter's (Boali). 65 Yet Twain's pamphlet denies Nsala-unlike the British or American missionaries-his proper name. In a metonymic logic, this one man's tragedy, it seems, must stand in for all Congolese fathers, as a part for a whole. In this regard, the caption's rhetoric thematically rhymes with what literary critic Lynn Festa calls "sentimental humanitarianism."
66 Evident in 18 th -and 19th-century anti-slavery literature, sentimental humanitarianism can be found where "suffering masses are condensed into a single unthreatening figure. " 67 In this case, the father is speechless-both in terms of being "dazed," but also in terms of being denied any voice-or name-of his own in the text. Sontag elucidates how images, specifically those of nameless African victims, can perpetuate insidious narratives. She writes, "These sights carry a double message. They show a suffering that is outrageous, unjust, and should be repaired." Yet, "they confirm that this is the type of thing which happens in that place."
68
In keeping with Sontag's attention to such contradiction, while there are no details of the name of "the dazed father," the caption does provide a nearly surgical precision in terms of the time and place: "From Photograph take at Baringa, Congo State, May 15, 1904." 69 The caption telegraphs a message to the reader: the woodcut print-is only a single preposition away from an actual photograph, taken at a single moment in time. Thus, the image walks a tightrope between imagined reproduction and visual evidence. Like the text as a whole, it resides in a liminal space between the real and the (sur)real. Later in the text, after studying what Twain's stage directions call "some photographs of mutilated Negroes," Leopold rages against "the incorruptible kodak… the only witness I couldn't bribe." 70 Here, Twain underscores the difference between the Kodak, a machine, which seemingly cannot lie, and humans, all to susceptible to bribes. Yet, at the same time, this logic anthropomorphizes the Kodak by endowing it with the humanlike qualities of an "incorruptible witness." By metonymizing the camera-making the machine stand in for the human who actually frames and shoots the picture-Twain, through Leopold, constructs the "incorruptible kodak" as the ultimate witness, as if free of human influence and immune from corruption.
But the camera as eyewitness was not exactly "incorruptible." To the contrary, as many scholars have shown, this technology was often leveraged as a tool of empire, colonialism, and white supremacy.
71 As Cole reminds us, the camera, especially when pointed at the racial Other in the name of ethnographic "fact," often inflicts its own insidious violence: "Photography is particularly treacherous when it comes to righting wrongs, because it is so good at recording appearances."
72 Furthermore, as Dean Pavlakis has pointed out, Alice Harris staged several of her photographs as re-enactments of atrocity crimes for "dramatic effect;" for example, the photograph of Nsala was "a carefully arranged tableau of onlookers, grieving father, and severed hand and foot"-a fact that would soon be seized upon to discredit the CRA by Leopold's propagandists (who staged their own photos-an irony apparently lost on the king's Brussels-based publicists).
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Many readers of Twain's text would have recognized these recorded appearances such as the one of the dazed father from the photographic magic lantern shows, those spaces in which the real and the phantasmagoric blurred under the Western Christian gaze.
Fresh Skeletons Enough
As early as the soliloquy's first pages, Twain relied on both documentary and abstract, realist and supernatural, imagery to tell his whole story. Opposite the soliloquy's title page, an image of Leopold looms, as if menacing even the typeface listing the author, publisher, and edition. In the background, Leopold stands atop a pyramid, hoisting a flag in his right hand and what appears to be a scepter in his left. Throngs of headless skeletons, linked by their arms, radiate from the base of the pyramid. In the drawing's foreground, lightning bolts cast their spindly shadows onto the grasslands. Unlike the more documentary drawings, this image resides firmly in the abstract realm: there may be headless skeletons in the Congo Free State, but they cannot rise from the dead and form chains around the despot. In terms of symbolism, in Leopold's body politic, he is the only one with a head-the Congolese skeletons denied of even their own skulls, and, by extension, their humanity. Like photographs projected in the magic lantern shows, the drawing lingers in the phantasmagoric mode. By turning to the fantastical, Twain aimed to show his readers that the reality in the Belgian Congo was simultaneously based in documentary evidence-and yet it surpassed the imaginative boundaries of a reader's most obscene visions. The collective violence lurked in broad daylight, under the "unbribable" lens of the Kodak, but also after dark, in the territory of nightmares.
The image rests upon a slender caption-"A memorial for the perpetuation of my name. -Page 27."-which signals the interdependency of image and text. 74 The reader must turn to page 27, nearly halfway through the tract, in order to find context for the caption. The drawing shares a 98 synapse with the caption, which then directs the reader to the middle of one of Leopold's rants: in this case, a description of a "memorial for the perpetuation of my name" designed by a "madman" who is "full of vindictive enthusiasm over his strange project." 75 As the monarch disdainfully describes the memorial, the details bring the drawing into sharp focus: a mausoleum, modeled on the Great Pyramid of Cheops, will be built out of 15,000 skulls and skeletons, with a base of 13 acres and 451 feet above the ground. Robed and crowned, Leopold holds "his 'pirate flag'" in one hand and his "butcher-knife and pendant handcuffs" in the other.
76 Text spills onto the following page as the tract of land has been "depopulated," its former denizens transformed into "the spirits of the starved and murdered dead... [who] voice their laments forever in the whispers of the wandering winds." 77 Leopold resides not over a colony, but a necropolis. Examined side by side, an arithmetic of human suffering emerges from the image and the text. A macabre calculus infiltrates Leopold's description of the memorial. Each "osseous fence," he explains, consists of "200,000 skeletons on a side, which is 400,000 to each avenue."
78 In trying to communicate the scale of the violence in the Congo Free State, Twain turned to United States geography, a narrative strategy indicative of an appeal to his American readership. Twain ventriloquized a revealing analogy through Leopold: "It is remarked with satisfaction that it aggregates three or four thousand miles (single-ranked) of skeletons-15,000,000 all told-would stretch across America from New York to San Francisco."
79 Veering into bureaucratic rhetoric, king prognosticates an "output of 500,000 corpses a year when my plant is running full time" before projecting "fresh skeletons enough to continue the transcontinental file…a thousand miles into the Pacific."
80 In tandem, the drawing and the paragraph enable Twain to create a cartography of collective violence and to better communicate the scale of Leopold's carnage to his American readership. By providing his readers with a geographical scope, however U.S.-centric, Twain provided them the imaginative longitudes and latitudes of scenes of crimes against humanity.
The Terrible Story, Brought Thoroughly Home
At the home of a New Hampshire neighbor in autumn of 1905, mere months after the publication of King Leopold's Soliloquy, Twain met a fellow reformist who shared his growing exasperation with the tactics of the CRA. Unlike Twain, Dihdwo Twe, a Liberian student, had actually visited the Congo Free State prior to studying at Cushing Academy in Ashburnham, Massachusetts. In a letter dated February 8, 1906, Twe confided in Twain his frustration with the reform movement's reliance on printed materials to reach its intended audience: …To speak the truth, I am dissatisfied with the method of the 'Congo Reform Association'; they are trying to influence this great country by distribution of printed circulars. This will take too much money, too long time, and besides the result will always remain uncertain.
81
Twe's letter evinces skepticism about the CRA's faith in "printed circulars"-such as Twain's own King Leopold's Soliloquy-to inaugurate political reform. The Liberian student's concerns were rooted in finances ("too much money") and temporality ("too long time"). But most of all, he pinpointed his doubts in something that haunts literary efforts to sway human rights to this day-the lack of a quantifiable barometer with which to measure the effects of the literature: "the result will always remain uncertain. her fellow readers turn away? For the Liberian reformer, printed materials-the written words, the printed photographs-were simply not enough. If Twain's pamphlet had failed to bring the Americans to the Congo Free State, then Twe wanted to bring the corporeality of the Congo Free State to the Americans. It turns out that Twe had his own scheme in mind: a proposal to bring two or three Congolese children with mutilated limbs to the United States. The CRA, approximately $5,000 in debt (in spite of the soliloquy's proceeds, donated by Twain), refused.
83 According to a note penned by Lyon, written on the back of Twe's letter, the American author endorsed the idea, deeming it "excellent, but he doubts if it is really worthwhile to continue to the agitation in America with the idea of getting help from our government."
84 The volition of the Congolese children, it seems, was never in question for either Twe or for Twain.
While Twe's proposal never came to fruition, his idea brings to light the political limits and possibilities of the paired printed word and image. Let us consider Barthes' claim that images, such as photographs, pin their subjects to a single moment, "anesthetized and fastened down, like butterflies."
85 If an image tethers its subject to a single instance in the past, then the presence of a human being-a survivor of Leopold's violence brought over to America, for instance-would shift temporality. No longer fastened down on the page, the Congolese survivor would breathe, move, and inhabit the present tense, no longer captive on the page, and no longer surrounded by words of others. Twe's idea rests on the faith in naked eye-witnessing: if only the American people could see the evidence of Leopold's carnage not in a photograph or a drawing, but in real life, bridging the gulf between page and reader, witnessing without the intermediary of the Kodak. By this logic, if the American people could not only read, but also hear the testimony of the Congolese children-translated both literally and figuratively into a language accessible to the audiencethen they would be unable to turn away. By eschewing adults as representatives of Leopold's violence in his humanitarian appeal, the Liberian activist relied on the visual registers of children as what anthropologist Liisa Malkki has called "embodiments of a basic human goodness" and as sufferers.
86 Twe wanted to correct what Sir Arthur Conan Doyle would later point to as the failure of the CRA: poor storytelling ("the terrible story has not been brought thoroughly home to the people").
87 If the story had not been thoroughly brought home to the American people, then Twe would turn to the interpellating act of the physical presence of human beings. According to this logic, the Congolese children would be made to literally stand in for the story-one that had to be told even better than before.
By eliminating the camera, Twe would bring the American audiences one step closer to believing the crime with their own eyes. Twe assumed that belief of this crime's existence-what George Washington Williams had in 1890 called a "crime against humanity" and what Raphael Lemkin would later list as an example of genocide-would leave its witnesses with no choice but to act.
88 The preposition shifts, and the game changes: Twe aimed for Americans to no longer linger in the realm between word and image, but beyond word and image. According to this idealist logic, having survived the harrowing journey of the imagination, they would emerge on the other side, ready to slay the man whom Twain called a "bloody monster whose mate is not findable in human history anywhere."
89 These limbless children were never brought from Africa to America as evidence of Leopold's murderous campaign. Meanwhile, in Brussels, the monster and his publicists were preparing to strike back against Twain-not only with words, but also with images. 
